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Abstract

Collisionless shock waves are efficient ion accelerators. Previous numerical and observational studies have shown that quasi-

parallel (Q[?]) shocks are more effective than quasi-perpendicular (Q[?]) shocks at generating energetic ions under steady

upstream conditions. Here, we use a local, 2D, hybrid particle-in-cell model to investigate how ion acceleration at super-critical

Q[?] shocks is modulated when tangential discontinuities (TDs) with large magnetic shear are present in the upstream plasma.

We show that such TDs can significantly increase the ion acceleration efficiency of Q[?] shocks, up to a level comparable

to Q[?] shocks. Using data from the hybrid model and test particle simulations, we show that the enhanced energization is

related to the magnetic field change associated with the discontinuity. When shock-reflected ions cross the TD during their

upstream gyromotion, the sharp field change causes the ions to propagate further upstream, and gain additional energy from

the convection electric field associated with the upstream plasma flow. Our findings illustrate that the presence of upstream

discontinuities can lead to bursts of energetic ions, even when they do not trigger the formation of foreshock transients. These

results emphasize the importance of time-variable upstream conditions when considering ion energization at shocks.
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Key Points:5

• Bursts of energetic ions can appear upstream of quasi-perpendicular shocks due6

to highly sheared upstream tangential discontinuities7

• The magnetic field change of the discontinuity enables the shock-reflected ions to8

be further energized by the convection electric field9

• This process results in a local acceleration efficiency comparable to that of quasi-10

parallel shocks under steady upstream conditions11
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Abstract12

Collisionless shock waves are efficient ion accelerators. Previous numerical and obser-13

vational studies have shown that quasi-parallel (Q∥) shocks are more effective than quasi-14

perpendicular (Q⊥) shocks at generating energetic ions under steady upstream condi-15

tions. Here, we use a local, 2D, hybrid particle-in-cell model to investigate how ion ac-16

celeration at super-critical Q⊥ shocks is modulated when tangential discontinuities (TDs)17

with large magnetic shear are present in the upstream plasma. We show that such TDs18

can significantly increase the ion acceleration efficiency of Q⊥ shocks, up to a level com-19

parable to Q∥ shocks. Using data from the hybrid model and test particle simulations,20

we show that the enhanced energization is related to the magnetic field change associ-21

ated with the discontinuity. When shock-reflected ions cross the TD during their upstream22

gyromotion, the sharp field change causes the ions to propagate further upstream, and23

gain additional energy from the convection electric field associated with the upstream24

plasma flow. Our findings illustrate that the presence of upstream discontinuities can25

lead to bursts of energetic ions, even when they do not trigger the formation of foreshock26

transients. These results emphasize the importance of time-variable upstream conditions27

when considering ion energization at shocks.28

1 Introduction29

Collisionless shock waves are found ubiquitously in space plasmas. Through pro-30

cesses such as diffusive shock acceleration (e.g. Drury, 1983; Blandford & Eichler, 1987)31

and shock drift acceleration (e.g. Pesses et al., 1982; Armstrong et al., 1985), shocks are32

able to accelerate ions and electrons to high energies. The question of particle acceler-33

ation at shocks has been studied extensively for a long time (e.g. Asbridge et al., 1968;34

Giacalone et al., 1992; Giacalone, 2003; Malkov & Drury, 2001; Masters et al., 2013; Chen35

et al., 2018). Recent observational and numerical studies have shown that the degree to36

which shocks partition energy to high-energy ions depends strongly on the angle, θBn,37

between the shock normal and the upstream magnetic field (Caprioli & Spitkovsky, 2014;38

Johlander et al., 2021; Lalti et al., 2022). Ion acceleration is significantly more efficient39

in the quasi-parallel regime (Q∥), where θBn < 45◦, compared to the quasi-perpendicular40

(Q⊥; θBn > 45◦) regime, where ion energization is negligible in comparison. However,41

these previous studies have generally been limited to the case of steady upstream con-42

ditions, and their conclusions are therefore likely not representative of the general case43
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of dynamic upstream conditions. Indeed, foreshock transients such as hot flow anoma-44

lies and foreshock bubbles, which can be formed during the interaction of shocks with45

upstream discontinuities (Zhang et al., 2022, and references therein), have been found46

to produce increased fluxes of energetic ions (e.g. T. Z. Liu et al., 2018; Turner et al.,47

2018; Omidi et al., 2021), illustrating the significant effects dynamic upstream conditions48

can have. While foreshock transients are indeed effective ion accelerators, they are not49

always generated when discontinuities interact with the shock (e.g. Schwartz et al., 2000;50

T. Z. Liu et al., 2023). It is therefore of interest to investigate whether or not upstream51

discontinuities have an effect on ion acceleration even when they do not result in the for-52

mation of foreshock transients.53

In the present study, we use hybrid particle-in-cell (PIC) and test particle simu-54

lations to investigate ion acceleration due to highly sheared upstream tangential discon-55

tinuities at super-critical Q⊥ shocks. We show that such discontinuities can significantly56

enhance the production of energetic ions (i.e. ions with energy larger than 10 times the57

bulk inflow kinetic energy), without the formation of foreshock transients. The under-58

lying acceleration mechanism is that the TDs modify the gyromotion of reflected ions59

in the upstream, enabling additional energization by the convection electric field.60

2 Numerical setup61

The local 2.5D hybrid code used here is the same as in Steinvall and Gingell (2024a).62

The code builds on the fusion of the full PIC code EPOCH (Arber et al., 2015) with the63

current advance method and cyclic leapfrog (CAM-CL) algorithm (Matthews, 1994), as64

presented by Gingell et al. (2023). In summary, ions (protons) are treated as particles,65

whereas electrons are described as a massless charge-neutralizing fluid. Space is resolved66

in two dimensions (x, y) on a 120di0×120di0 grid, di0 being the upstream ion inertial67

length, with a resolution of ∆x = ∆y = 0.15di0. Each grid cell is initialized with 10068

macro particles per cell. The fields and momenta have 3 components, with ∂/∂z = 0.69

The x = 0 boundary is open, and the time dependent upstream plasma is injected through70

it with a velocity v0. Particles are specularly reflected at the x = 120di0 boundary, re-71

sulting in the formation of a shock propagating in the −x direction. The simulation is72

therefore in the downstream plasma frame. The initial magnetic field is in the xy-plane73

for all runs. This, together with the fact that the shock surface is in the yz-plane, im-74

plies that θBn determines the orientation of the TD, the surface of which is tangential75
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to the magnetic field lines. For this reason, we need to use open y-boundaries when θBn ̸=76

90◦, and we can use periodic y-boundaries only when θBn = 90◦. To avoid potential77

edge effects due to the open boundaries, we restrict our analysis to the y-range (30, 90)di0.78

The flow is initialized by applying an initial convection electric field Ez = −v0B0y over79

the whole domain.80

We investigate the effect of two different TD models. (1) Force-free TDs, which,81

in the local coordinates of the TD (x′, y′, z′) are of the form Bx′ = Bn, By′ = Bt cos (θ(x
′)),82

Bz′ = Bt sin (θ(x
′)), where Bn = 0 and Bt = B0 are the magnetic field components83

normal and tangential to the TD respectively, and θ(x′) = [1 + tanh (x′/L)]∆φB/2,84

with L being the half-width and ∆φB the magnetic shear angle. Unless otherwise spec-85

ified, we use a value of ∆φB = 180◦. (2) Harris TDs of the form Bx′ = Bn = 0, By′ =86

B0 tanh (x
′/L), Bz′ = 0, with a corresponding density profile n = n0+δn sech2 (x′/L),87

where δn = B2
0/(2µ0T0), and T0 is the ambient plasma temperature.88

We choose shock and plasma parameters that are relevant for the Earth’s bow shock.89

As such, we select an upstream plasma beta β0 = 1 for both ions and electrons, inflow90

speeds v0 ∈ {6, 9, 12}vA0, where vA0 is the upstream Alfvén speed, yielding shocks with91

approximate Alfvénic Mach numbers MA ∈ {8, 12, 15}, and θBn ∈ {70◦, 80◦, 90◦}.92

3 Results93

3.1 Temporal evolution94

We illustrate the evolution of the system for the case of a Harris TD of L = 3di095

interacting with a θBn = 70◦, MA = 12 shock in Fig. 1. There we plot, as black points,96

the locations of the ions that reach kinetic energies E larger than 10 times the upstream97

bulk kinetic energy E0 for the first time. We refer to ions satisfying E ≥ 10E0 as “en-98

ergetic”, in conformity with Johlander et al. (2021). At time tωci0 = 12.57, before the99

TD arrives (Fig. 1a), a small number of ions are energized (i.e. reach the 10E0 thresh-100

old) each time step. When the TD impacts the shock at tωci0 = 15.71 (Fig. 1b), we ob-101

serve an increase of energetic ions just downstream of the TD. In addition, energetic ions102

start appearing around 20di0 upstream of the shock. Shortly after, at tωci0 = 18.22 (Fig. 1c),103

there is a significant increase of energetic ions in the upstream. After a few more gyro-104

times ω−1
ci0 (Fig. 1d), ions are no longer being energized in the upstream, and they are105

instead preferentially energized near the TD in the downstream. In the downstream, the106
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the shock-TD interaction at four different times for a Harris TD

(L = 3di0, θBn = 70◦, MA = 12). (a) Before the TD reaches the shock. (b) When the TD

impinges on the shock. (c) After the TD has just propagated past the shock. (d) When the TD

is far downstream of the shock. The black dots show the locations of individual ions that reach

the energy threshold (E ≥ 10E0) for the first time. The magenta line indicates the shock location.

The (Harris) TD can be identified as the tilted |B| depression, e.g. in the x/di0 = (40, 60) range

in panel (a) and x/di0 = (70, 75) in panel (d).

–5–
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Figure 2. Histograms of energetic ions. (a) 2D histogram showing the position relative to the

shock (xsh(t) being the position of the shock) and time where ions reach E ≥ 10E0 for a force-

free TD (run 1) (b) Same as (a), but for a Harris TD (run 2). (c) 1D histogram for all times,

comparing the different MA = 12 runs. (d) Same format as (c) for different MA.

TD has undergone magnetic reconnection, resulting in the formation of magnetic islands.107

The evolution is qualitatively similar in all high-shear runs.108

Depending on whether the TD is of the force-free or Harris type, we can distinguish109

2 to 3 sources of energetic ions. These sources are identified in the x−t histograms of110

the ion energization location in Fig. 2a for the force-free case, and Fig. 2b for the Har-111

ris case. In both cases, the upstream source (marked ‘1’ in the figure) is the dominant112

source of energetic ions, as was indicated by Fig. 1c. Source 2 first appears downstream113

of the shock after the shock-TD collision, and moves downstream (in the shock frame)114

with the shocked plasma, continuing to energize ions for ∼ 10ω−1
ci0. This corresponds to115

the energetic ions near the TD in Fig. 1d, and is likely a result of the dynamics driven116

by magnetic reconnection of the TD, which is triggered when the TD is compressed by117

the shock (Lin, 1997; Hamrin et al., 2019). Source 3, which only appears in the Harris118

case, propagates faster into the downstream than the plasma flow, and generates a small119

number of energetic ions. This is likely a magnetosonic perturbation that is launched when120

the Harris TD interacts with the shock. Such magnetosonic perturbations have been stud-121

ied in detail by Nagata et al. (2008) and Maynard et al. (2007, 2008). The same sources122
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appear in all our simulation runs, and the number of energetic ions produced is not sen-123

sitive to θBn, MA, L, or TD type, as illustrated in Figs. 2c and 2d, where we present 1D124

histograms of the x-position where ions first reach the energy threshold, summing over125

all times. When we reduce the magnetic shear from 180◦ to 135◦ (brown histogram in126

Fig. 2c), the number of energetic ions is reduced to a factor ≈ 0.15 in the θBn = 90◦127

case. Further reducing the shear to 100◦ (not shown) reduces the energization to close128

to the no-TD level. From this we conclude that high-shear TDs are able to produce a129

significant number of energetic ions at Q⊥ shocks, where, for the case of a uniform up-130

stream, one would expect minimal ion energization. Because the upstream source is so131

dominant, it is this source that we will focus on and devote the remainder of this arti-132

cle to.133

Before moving on, first a brief comment on the effects of the open y-boundaries.134

To ensure that our results are not influenced by the boundary conditions, we compare135

two θBn = 90◦ runs with open (magneta) and periodic (purple) y-boundaries in Fig. 2c.136

The runs are in good agreement, particularly in our region of interest, namely the up-137

stream. In the downstream, the difference in life-time of the ions (finite in the open case,138

infinite in the periodic case) leads to some differences in the number of accelerated ions.139

This comparison shows that the effects of the open boundaries are negligible for the up-140

stream source.141

3.2 Acceleration mechanism142

Next, we turn to the question: what is the mechanism that accelerates the ions to143

high energies? To answer this question, we will focus our effort on the θBn = 90◦ case144

with periodic y-boundaries (Run 7 in Fig. 2c), since this gives a simplifying symmetry145

with respect to y. In Fig. 3a-c we plot the time history of one ion which exceeds the en-146

ergy threshold. This example is, as we will later see, representative of most ions that are147

energized upstream. The ion is reflected at the shock by the cross-shock electric field at148

tωci0 ≈ 11 (Fig. 3c), whereafter it starts gyrating in the upstream. During the upstream149

gyromotion, the ion is energized by the upstream convection electric field (Figs. 3b and150

3d) to 5E0. Before the ion has time to return to the shock, it crosses the TD (yellow shaded151

region), and the associated change of By reverses the gyromotion as shown in Fig. 3e,152

where the blue data correspond to values upstream of the shock, and the turning point153

at vx/v0 ≈ 0, vz/v0 ≈ −2 is due to the first TD crossing. The reversed gyromotion154

–7–
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Figure 3. Energetic ion evolution in the hybrid model. (a) Magnetic field y-component as

experienced by the ion in the lab frame as a function of time. (b) Left axis: work done on the

ion by E decomposed into the three contributions (black, blue, red) and their sum (green). Right

axis (magenta): energy of the ion. (c) Distance to the shock with the work done on the ion color-

coded (i.e. green curve in (b)). The shaded region in (a-c) highlights TD crossing. (d) Ion energy

vs. distance to shock. (e) Ion vx-vz phase space trajectory with distance to shock color-coded.

–8–
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Figure 4. Statistics of x-E and vx-vz trajectories from the hybrid model. (a-b) Ions which

satisfy Emax ≥ 10E0 when the TD is near the shock and can influence the ion motion. (c-d) Ions

which satisfy Emax ≥ 5E0 when the TD is far upstream of the shock.

causes the ion to travel almost 20di0 upstream (Figs. 3c and 3d), and enables further en-155

ergization by the convection electric field. The ion reaches an energy close to 12E0, be-156

fore crossing the shock at tωci0 ≈ 16. After the crossing, the ion continues its mean-157

dering motion around the TD in the downstream for the remainder of the simulation,158

as seen by the red crescent trajectory in Fig. 3e.159

To ensure that the mechanism described above is representative for the energetic160

ions, we compile 2D histograms of the x-E and vx-vz trajectories (corresponding to Fig. 3d161

and e) for the ions that eventually satisfy E ≥ 10E0. These are shown in Figs. 4a and162

4b. The resulting histograms show that the most energized ions undergo the same kind163

of acceleration process as the ion shown in Fig. 3. We note that the energized ions tend164

to cross the TD near the vx = 0 part of their gyromotion, corresponding to motion tan-165

gential to the shock surface. Repeating the same analysis on ions that reach the shock166

well before the TD, using a weaker threshold of 5E0, yields the results in Figs. 4c and167

–9–
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Figure 5. Test particle simulation results. (a) Magnetic field (black), density (blue), velocity

(red), and corresponding electric field (orange) profile used in the test particle simulation. (b)

Spatial trajectories of two ions with identical initial conditions, one of which crosses a TD (red),

and one that does not (black). The blue diamond indicates when the red ion crosses the TD and

the two curves diverge. (c,d) Energy versus position and velocity space trajectories for the ions in

(b). (e) Color plot showing how the maximum energy of an ion depends on its gyrophase at the

time it crosses the TD.

4d. Clearly, without the TD interaction, only a very small number of ions reach 10E0,168

and they do so only in the downstream. We can thus conclude that the TD is necessary169

for accelerating the ions to high energies.170

3.3 Test particle simulations171

To test the proposed energization mechanism we preform a series of test particle172

simulations. We construct a 1D shock model based on the By(x), n(x), and vx(x) pro-173

files from the hybrid model. To remove potential small scale effects, we average the pro-174

files in y, and apply a moving average to smooth them further. We then compute the175

electric field components from Ohm’s law, Ex = −(en)−1(JzBy + Te0∂n/∂x), Ez =176

−vxBy, where Jz = µ−1
0 ∂By/∂x, and we have used an isothermal electron equation of177

state pe(x) = n(x)Te0. The different profiles are plotted in Fig 5a. For simplicity, we178
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perform the simulation in the shock-frame, and transform the results to the downstream179

frame. The TD crossing is modeled as an instantaneous change of the sign of By(x) in180

the whole domain. This gives us the freedom to apply the TD crossing at an arbitrary181

time, and therefore also at an arbitrary gyrophase of the test ion. In Figs. 5b-d, we show182

the trajectories of two identical test particles in different parameter spaces. The black183

data correspond to a test particle that does not interact with a TD, whereas the red data184

correspond to a test particle that crosses the TD after reflection, at the position marked185

by the blue diamond. The data are in excellent agreement with the single ion presented186

in Fig. 3 and the statistical results of Fig. 4. We note, however, that in order for the ions187

to be reflected in the test particle simulation, we have had to increase Ex by a factor of188

around 10-15. Such an extra factor is needed because the cross-shock potential (and E-189

field) in the hybrid model is highly modulated along the shock surface, with peaks oc-190

casionally reaching amplitudes of more than 20 times the y-average. Ions are naturally191

preferentially reflected in these regions of high cross-shock potential. It should be noted192

that recent spacecraft observations indicate that the cross-shock potential at physical193

shocks might not be large-scale coherent structures as indicated by Fig. 5a, but rather194

the sum of many small-scale structures (Chen et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2021). How-195

ever, as we will later see, it is not the details of the reflection process that are important196

for the observed particle energization, but rather what happens after reflection.197

In Fig. 5e, we investigate how the maximum energy Emax changes depending on where198

the ion is in the vx-vz space during the TD crossing. The color at each point shows the199

value of Emax obtained if the TD crossing occurs there. These results show that ions gain200

more energy the later they cross the TD. The 10E0 threshold is reached when the ions201

have a small negative vx and a large negative vz, which is consistent with the crossing202

points of the ions in Fig. 2b. Moreover, Fig. 5e shows that the ions gain more energy the203

later they are in their gyrophase when crossing the TD, with a maximum of ≈ 20E0 at204

vx/v0 ≈ 1. In reality, however, when vx > 1, the ions propagate away from the TD,205

and are therefore unable to cross it. We conclude that the simple test particle model can206

accurately reproduce the results of the hybrid model, showing that the main effect the207

TD has on ion acceleration is to reverse the gyro-motion, enabling increased energiza-208

tion by the convection electric field. This conclusion has the consequence that the func-209

tional shape of the discontinuity is not important, so long as its thickness is much smaller210

than the gyroradii of the reflected ions. Thus, the above mechanism should also occur211
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Figure 6. Ion energy spectrum as a function of x for four different times. (a) Before the TD

reflected ions reach the TD. (b) Just after the reflected ions have crossed the TD. (c) When the

meandering ions are energized by the convection E-field. (d) After the TD has propagated far

downstream. The approximate shock and TD positions are shown with the black and magenta

lines, respectively.

when the magnetic field change is due to, for example, narrow rotational discontinuities212

or more exotic structures such as switchback boundaries.213

3.4 Downstream signatures214

With the acceleration mechanism established, we finally investigate the spatial and215

temporal signatures of this process in Fig. 6. When the TD (as indicated with the ma-216

genta line) approaches the shock (Fig. 6b), the reflected ions that cross the TD form a217

localized band in energy-space, which reaches far upstream. These ions are then ener-218

gized in the upstream (Fig. 6c) and eventually pass through the shock. In the downstream,219

the energized ions are observed as a significant local temperature enhancement near the220

TD (Fig. 6d). The results presented in Fig. 6d have implications for the analysis of in-221

–12–
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situ data. Since the TD is undergoing magnetic reconnection, reconnection signatures222

could be observed by a spacecraft crossing the TD. This, together with the locally heated223

plasma, may give the impression that the heating is due to reconnection. However, as224

we have shown in this study, the vast majority of these energetic ions were energized up-225

stream of the shock. We therefore emphasize that caution needs to be exercised when226

using spacecraft data to analyze highly sheared TDs of solar wind origin in the magne-227

tosheath.228

Following Caprioli and Spitkovsky (2014), Johlander et al. (2021), and Lalti et al.229

(2022), we quantify the acceleration efficiency α in a (downstream) spatial interval as230

the fraction of energy carried by the E ≥ 10E0 ions. Before the TD arrives (tωci0 =231

11.92; Fig. 6a), we compute α in the x ∈ [87, 97]di0 interval, obtaining α = 0.03%, con-232

sistent with the expectation that Q⊥ shocks have a very low acceleration efficiency. How-233

ever, once the TD has propagated into the downstream (tωci0 = 22.59; Fig. 6d), per-234

forming the same analysis in the x ∈ [70, 80]di0 interval gives α = 2%, which is com-235

parable to that of Q∥ shocks (Johlander et al., 2021). Taking a lower energy threshold236

of 5E0 yields an acceleration efficiency of 9% without the TD, and 14% with the TD. These237

results show that highly sheared TDs are able to significantly increase the acceleration238

efficiency of Q⊥ shocks in a wide region (around ±15di0) around the TD. Thus, even if239

no foreshock transients are formed, highly sheared TDs remain important sources of en-240

ergetic ions at Q⊥ shocks.241

4 Summary and conclusions242

In summary, we use a local 2.5D hybrid-PIC model and test particle simulations243

to investigate how highly sheared upstream tangential discontinuities influence the en-244

ergization of ions at quasi-perpendicular shocks in the absence of foreshock transients.245

Our results (Fig. 2) show that there are three mechanisms through which TDs can gen-246

erate energetic ions (defined in the downstream frame as ions with at least 10 times the247

upstream kinetic energy). Two mechanisms yield minor contributions, and they are: mag-248

netic reconnection of the TDs after being compressed by the shock (Lin, 1997; Hamrin249

et al., 2019; Steinvall & Gingell, 2024a), and a magnetosonic perturbation that is launched250

into the downstream when the TD impinges on the shock if it has an associated pres-251

sure perturbation (Nagata et al., 2008; Maynard et al., 2007, 2008). Unlike the two mi-252

nor mechanisms, we find that the dominant mechanism occurs upstream of the shock.253
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By tracking ions in the hybrid model (Fig. 3) and using test particle simulations (Fig. 5),254

we show that shock-reflected ions that cross the TD during their upstream gyration are255

able to gain significant additional energy from the convection electric field. Locally, this256

energy gain results in an acceleration efficiency of 2%, which is comparable to that of257

quasi-parallel shocks under steady upstream conditions(Johlander et al., 2021).258

The addition of the TD results in the partition of a significant amount of energy259

to energetic ions (E > 10E0), with a few ions reaching energies higher than 20E0 (Fig. 4a260

and Fig. 6d). To put these numbers into perspective, for approximately Earth-like plasma261

conditions (n0 = 10 cm−3, B0 = 10 nT) and with the upstream speed v0 = 9vA0, 10262

and 20E0 correspond to around 20 and 40 keV, respectively. It should be noted, how-263

ever, that discontinuities with the large magnetic shear needed to produce significant en-264

ergization (≳ 100◦) are fairly uncommon at 1 AU (Vasko et al., 2022; Y. Y. Liu et al.,265

2022), and that while the acceleration mechanism described in this paper may occur at266

the Earth’s bow shock from time to time, it is not likely to be relevant for a randomly267

selected parcel of solar wind plasma. It is possible that this process is more important268

in other astrophysical contexts where highly sheared discontinuities are frequent.269

5 Open Research270

The simulation data and MATLAB codes used to produce the figures in this ar-271

ticle are publicly available at (Steinvall & Gingell, 2024b).272
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